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A RESEARCH METHODOLOGY FOR STUDYING COMPLEX SERVICE SYSTEMS 

Rosser T. Nelson 

PRELIMINARY REMARK 

Because of the nature of this paper no SUMMARY Section Is Included 

for the ""busy reader." To those readers who venture beyond the ABSTRACT, 

2 
I feel obliged to recall the words: 

Believe nothing, no matter where you read it, 

or who said it, 

no matter if I have said it, 

unless it agrees with your own reason and 

your own common sense. 

BUDDHA 

ABSTRACT 

This paper describes a research methodology for studying problems 

of analysis, design, and control in complex service systems. The pro- 

poced methodology is based upon the total systems point of view in the 

sense that the physical and decision-making aspects of the service 

system are considered and are related to environmental factors. The 

methodology was developed with two research areas in mind: (l) abstract 

studies of models of complex service systems and (2) field studies of 

p 
I am not the first, e.g., see Bellman [2], page l^h. 



complex service systems. An example  Is included to Illustrate the first 

type of application. Field studies may be expected to present far more 

of a challenge because of the identification, modeling, and data re- 

quirements which will arise in actual situations. The methodological 

plan presented here focuses attention on these requirements as an in- 

tegral part of systems analysis. 
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1. 

HIS'OORICAL OVERVIEV7 

The study of complex service systems has been en important research 

area in the production management field for some fifteen years. The 

earliest work centered upon abstractions of certain job-shop type pro

duction sequencing problems as static end deterministic combinatorial 

problems. Extensive 1-esearch 3 has been devoted to these combi natorial 

problems leading to extremely lillli.ted exact results [7] for small. scale 

systems and a m.11Dber of algorithms for feasibly generating approximate 

solutions for large scale systems [ll113]. Dissatisfaction with the 

static and deterministic nature of the combinatorial sequencing model 

led same researchers to the formulation of dynamic statistical queueing 

models for studying job-shop production systems as complex networks of 

queues. Same analytical results [6] have been obtained tram queueing 

net¥ork models but computer simulation has evolved as the principle 

research method. The earliest simulation studies focused upon the 

evaluation of alternative queue disciplines or job sequencing priority 

rules for models with service cente:o:-s as the only constraining resource 

[1,41 5]. More recent simulation models have included labor as e con

straining resource and have been used to explore e wider range of de

sign and control aspects of complex service systems [8,91 101 12]. A 

distinguishing characteristic of the research efforts in the field to 

date has been the US'! of relevant, but non-global, performance cri terie 

30nl.y representative historical references are given here. The reader 

interested in the history of job shop scheduling research and extensive 

reference material on the subject is referred to Chapter 11 of [3]. 
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such as time-in-system;  job lateness,  facilities utilization and in- 

process inventory.    To the author's knowledge,  this paper represents the 

first attempt to develop a research methodology which employs the physi- 

cal service system model as an integral part of a total system,  and 

which proposes to study the total system as it interacts with its en- 

vironment. 



I. INEROrUCTION 

The evolution of operations research in the study of 

production systems has been marked by steady development in the speed 

and availability of computers and by increasing research and educa- 

tion in modeling,   simulation,  algorithms,  and heuristics as 

techniques for analyzing and improving the performance of various 

aspects of complex production systems.    At this stage of development, 

an Important need exists for a procedural framework which blends the 

existing techniques into a research methodology for studying total 

systems.    This paper is an attempt to respond to that need.    In 

particular, the two purposes of this work may be stated as follows: 

1. To propose a research methodology which considers the 

physical,  environmental,  and decision-making aspects 

of complex service systems as a total system,  and, 

which employs existing operations research techniques 

as instruments to confront operetlonal prcbleais in 

a global context. 

2. To present  the methodology in generalized concepts and 

terminology In order to emphasize the potential 

applications to all systems which may be character- 

ized as complex service systems. 

The first stated purpose represents a natural extension of 

the production systems research described in the previous section. 

The second stated purpose is consistent with the recent trend among 

many leading educators in the production management area to focus on 

the broader concept of operations management as a functional area 

: 



exhibiting common problem types and methodology.    This point  of view 

la well described by Buff a [^ ]who emphasizes the Importance In modern 

society of replacing the classification producticn system (so often 

taken as synonomous with manufacturing) by the classification productive 

system«    "When we speak of productive systems we are thinking of more 

than simply physical production.    If we adopt the economist's general 

definition,  that is,   'production is the process by which goods and 

services are created', we are led to the broad view that productive 

systems Include a tremendous range of activities in government, 

education,   transportation and distribution,  as well  as manufacturing." 

Two major areas of  application are foreseen for the research 

methodology.    The more obvious potential application is in field 

studies of  specific service systems.    A more inductive use of the 

methodology is also suggested;    to formulate "characteristic" models 

with unspecified parameter values to describe classes of service 

systems and then predict system performance as a function of the 

unspecified paranetars»    Section 2 of the paper is devoted to a general 

description of the proposed methodology.    Section 3 focuses on a 

particular example to which the methodology has been applied.    The 

example is  intended to serve two purposes;   (1)  to demonstrate the 

feasibility of the approach and its potential value in research 

applications of the second type described above, and,   (2) to illus- 

trate how the methodology brings to the fore the need for confronting 

the most difficult aspects of modeling the total system and the 

concomitant data requirements. 



,?. RESEARCH MZTHODOLOGY 

In this section we wish to describe the proposed research 

methodology for studying complex service systems In a very general 

context. The reason for this generality Is that we do not want to 

risk confusion between the methodology Itself (which may be suitable 

for many applications) and the use of the methodology in a particular 

example. The reader who feels a need for clarification of the general 

concepts used here is referred to the production system example which 

follows, 

Figure 1 serves as a schematic diagram to structure our view 

of the physical service system, intra-system decision making, and the 

environment. A system demand process imposes a demand for goods and 

(or) services upon the physical system. The physical system is 

characterized by design parameters and control parameters which describe 

the relevant physical attributes and operational procedures of the 

physical system. The output of the physical system Is measured by 

system perfomance statistics. These performance statistics are 

observable (at least in part) directly by the environment.  In addi- 

tion, they serve as one Input for the evaluation of the system 

criterion function and, in this way, contribute to the system decision 

process« The system decision process uses the system performance 

evaluation to make two types of decisions; decisions affecting the 

physical system through the system design and control variables and 

decisions tied to the environment through the system-environment 

decision variables. The environmental response process assesses the 

system-environment decisions and the system performance statistics 

and adjusts the system demand process accordingly. Thus the system 
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? ... 
and tbe environment are related by a dynamic, closed loop interaction. 

For tbe reason given above, the outline and description 

of the proposed research .. thodology is given below in the general 

terainology of Figure 1. A translation of the terainology lor a 

specific exa.ple is provided in 3ection 3 where the same step identi

fication syabols are employed. 

IIBTHODOLOGICAL OOTLINE 

A. ldent1Ucat1on and llodelUy 

Al. Modelling of the physical systea 

A2. Characterization of the syst .. decision process 

A3. Modelling of the systea criterion function 

A4. Modelling of the environaental response process 

B. &xperiaenhtion 

81. Input-output analysis 

82. Equilibrium analyaia 

83. System perf orrnancP. ~valuation 

84. Variation of system-environaeot decision variables 

85. Variation of syst• control variables 

86. Variation of syste• deaip variables 

c. I!flementation 

A. Identification and Modelling 

The first or pre-experiaental phase of the .. thodology 

consists of aodelling each of the four input-output boxes in Figure 1: 
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Al, Modelling the physical system. This step requires the 

k 
development of a simulation  model of the physical service 

system and the identification and classification of the 

design and control parameters which may be used as decision 

variables in ensuing experimentation. 

A2, Characterization of the system decision process« The system 

decision process represents the regulatory action operating 

within the system. The decision process may be character- 

ized by a formal model or algorithm which maps system 

performance evaluation into sets of decisions or, in the 

absence of such a structured decision-making procedure, 

it may be characterized by merely identifying the available 

decision variables—both those related to the physical 

system and those acting upon the environment.    In the 

former case, the revision of decisions with time is 

accomplished according to a specified algorithm which 

takes the pinee of steps B4 through B6 below.  In the 

latter case, alternative decisions are employed as free 

variables in the experimentation as described in Stops B4 

through B6. 

Throughout the paper we shall assume that the service system 
under study is sufficiently complex to rule out consideration 
of a model amenable to analytical solution. 

Step A2 is Isolated here for orderly presentation.  In practice, 
of course, it is an Integral part of steps Al and A4. 



A3, Modelling of the syBtem criterion function. This step 

requires the construction of a model for the evaluation of 

system pexformance. 

A4, Modelling of the envlromnental response process. This step 

requires the formulation of a model which describes how 

system performance statistics and system-environment 

decision variables combine to determine the system demand 

process. Data collection and stationarlty problems are 

most likely to arise in this area because the response 

process is external to the system and, in general, is 

subject to many influences from other sources than the 

system under study. Time monitoring of the environmental 

response process may be necessary to assure that the 

response model represents current conditions. 

B. Experimentation 

Bl. Input-output analysis. This step involves the simulation 

of tho phycvVoal system using a fixed set of design and 

control parameters. The objective of the simulation is 

to obtain the relationships between the system demand 

process (input) and the system performance statistics 

(output). 

B2. Equilibrium analysis. For a fixed set of system-environment 
decisirn 
/parameters, the model of the environmental response process 

(Step A4) describes the system demand process as a function 

of the system performance statistics. The input-output 

analysis (Step Bl) experi-jientally related the system 
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performance statistics to the system demand process. 

Combining these two sets of relationships makes It possible 

to determine whether the fixed physical system and the 

fixed set of system*envlronment decisions are a feasible 

combination and, if feasible, to determine the operating 

conditions which represent equilibrium between the system 

and its environment. 

B3. System performance evaluation« This step consists of the 

development of the system criterion function and the sub- 

sequent evaluation of system performance for the equilibrium 

operating conditions obtained in Step B2. This evaluation 

applies only to the fixed set of design and control 

parameters and the fixed set of system-environment 

decision parameters employed in Steps Bl and B2. 

B4. Variation of system-environment decision variables. This 

phase of the experimentation consists of the repetition 

of Steps Bl through B3 in order to evaluate alternate sets 

of system-environment decision parameters in conjunction 

with the fixed set of system design and control parameters. 

B5. Variation of system control variables. This phase of the 

experimentation consists of the repetition of Steps Bl 

through B4 in order to evaluate alternative system control 

procedures. 

B6. Variation of system design variables. This phase of the 

experimentation consists of the repetition of Steps Bl 

through B5 in order te evaluate alternative system designs. 
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c. Implementation 

We assume that the operating system and its environ.ent 

are sufficiently complex and variable with time that the possibility 

of optimization is not to be taken seriou~ly. Instead, the proposed 

methodology is baaed on the objectives of currency and systematic 

iaprove .. nt. Iapleaentation of the methodology will require interaction 

between the operating systea and the system model in combination witb 

continuing application of the methodology. Figure 2 is intended to 

illustrate tbe process wbicb includes continuing observation of the 

operating system (and its environment) and modification of the system 

model as well as continuing experimentation or application of tbe 

d9Cision algorithm. 

Operating System Actual ~yst~m per!o•~ance and 
Environment 

) '• 'W 
a ted 
ion Information feedback Error 
tions - - ---- - - - - -I tor ~del ~ev1sions observation 

~ ~~ 

Predicted system performance 
SYSTEM MODEL I 

(See F1 el) 

Figure 2. lapleMDtatlon D1agr• 
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Experimentation with the system model leads to indicated decision 

modifications as inputs to the operating system.    The frequency with 

which these occur will depend upon the +ime and cost required to experi- 

ment with the system model.    Another relevant factor is the efficiency 

of the experimental design or algorithm which represents the system de- 

cision process within the system model.    The adoption of indicated de- 

cision modifications in the operating system will depend upon the costs 

associated with the indicated changes as compared to the predicted im- 

provement in system performance.    For the set of operating decisions in 

use at any time;  the actual and predicted system performance are com- 

pared.    The purpose of this comparison is to detect differences which 

indicate the failure of the system model to adequately represent the 

current nature of the operating system.    The information fed hack from 

this observation process is the basis for investigating the necessary 

preas for porameter changes and (or) more banic revisions in the system 

model. 
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3. AK EXAMPI£ 

To illustrate the use of the methodology proposed in Cection 2, 

we shall consider r simple production-inspection system producing a 

single product to inventory. This example was selected as a starting 

point for two reasons. First; it serves as an example for the purposes 

of this paper. Second, as we shall see in the discussion which follows, 

the single product to inventory assumptions moke the development of a 

representative cost model relatively easy and lead to a constcnt arrival 

interval, constant service time model which is a natural starting point 

for continuing reseerch employing the methodology. 

PROCEDURAL OUTLINE 

We shall first describe the system and experimentation in detail hy 

following the research methodology outline presented in Section 2. A 

presentation of illustrative results follows the procedural outline. 

A. Identification and Modeling 

Al. Modelling the physical system. A generalized simulation model of 

labor and machine limited production systems was used to represent the 

physical system. The general model is described in detail in [8]. The 

particular version of the model used for the physical system in this ex- 

ample in represented schematically in Figure 3 . 
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constant 
arrival 

inter 
vals 

X 
^ 

X 

"T" 

> 

TT   X 
1-rr 

PRODUCTION 
CONSTANT SERVICE 

TIMES 

n1 = 100/63 

0.= no. of channels 

n.= no. of laborers 

1-Tt 

INSPECTION 
CONSTANT SERVICE 

TIMES 

gi2 = 100/63 

cp= no. of channels 

n?= no. of laborers 

DEPARTURE 
TO DIVENl- 
TORY 
     ^ 

REJECT PERCENTAGE = rr 

J 

FIGURE 3- PHYSICAL SYSTEM 

Since production is to inventory, the beginning of nev units of pro- 

duct is taken to be a constant arrival interval process with a mean arrival 

rate X. The single product requires a fixed service time for production 

and a fixed service time for inspection. The inspection process is assumed 

to be e Bernoulli process vith reject probability TT. The rejection of a 

unit of product results in the generation of a re-order for a nev unit of 

product at the production stage. The reject percentage (control) and the 

number of service channels and laborers in production and in inspection 

(design) are the only experimental variables in the example. Many other 

design and control variables are available in the simulation model. These 

are classified in Table 1 where the fixed parameters and variables ore 

identified for the four experiments used in the example. A discussion of 

the rationale for the choice of experiments will be deferred until Part B 

of this section where the experimentation is described. 



C~~SSIFICAT~OF OF DESIGN 

A!"'ID CONTROL VARIAl3LES6 

15. 

EXPERIMENT NUMBER 

la I lb f 2a l 2b 

VARIABLES RELATIVELY EASILY SUBJECT '.ro SHORT-RANGE CONTROL 

q1 , ~ · · queue disciplines in production 
end ins ction 

Fixed: First-in-system, first-served. 

- machine cente~ selection pro-
cedure for labor assi nt 

Fixed: Irrelevant for the labor 
efficiency matrix employed. 

VARIAI.LES REPRESENTING SHORT '.ro MEDIUM-RANGE CONTROL 

- ;mean arrival rate of system de
mand process 

- mean service rates of production 
and inspection xed: 

1.21 12.72 2.42 
i 

IJ.l = 1-!·2 = l. 58 

'" _ reject percentage from inspection • TT = 0 Studied by queueing theory 
----------------------·-------------------~~. TT~=~·~0~5~in experiments 

E 

cl,c2 

n 

- labor efficiency matrix Fixed: One completely efficient 
laborer for each service 
channel 

degree of centralized control over j Fixed. d = d = 1 
labor assignment at production and • l 2 
inspection (Fully centralized 

I 
control) 

BASIC DESIGN VARIABLES 
:cl =II c

1 
c I cl- 21 cl = 2 

- number of service channels at I c2 = l c2 = l c2 = 21 c2 = 2 
production and in~pection 

- size of labor force 2 I 2 4 4 

RELATIVELY UNCONTROLLABLE CHARACTERISTICS REFIETDiG THE NATURE OF THE 

PRODUCTION PROCESS 

a(.) - arrival roces£ densit function Fixed: Constant arrival intervals 

ro 1(.),s2(.) -service time density functions Fixed: Constant service times 
of reduction and ins ection 

TAELE l. CLASSIFICATION OF DEf:IGN AND CONTROL VARIABLES m THE SIMULATION 

IDDEL OF THE PHYSICAL SYSTEM 

6 
p, detailed explanation of the design end control variables and their roles in 

~he labor and machine limited simulation model is given in (8]. 
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A2.    Characterization of the ßystem decision process.    For the purposes 

of this exranple  the avpilahle decision variables mny be classified as 

follows: 

Decision Variables Related To The Physical System 

rr - probability of rejection of each item produced 

c-,rco " number of service channels at production and inspection^  respectively 

n ,n    - number of laborers assigned to production and inspection, respectively 

Decision Variables Related To The   Environment 

lc,    - selling price per unit produced    ^ 

C1? - promotional expenditure rate 
i    market decision variables 

A3.    Modelling of the system criterion function.    For the production- 

inspection example, profit (see  (l^i) below) was taken as the system cri- 

terion function.    A detailed cost model was constructed to reflect the 

production of a single item to inventory.    In addition to income from 

sales,  the model includes the cost components (l) through (13) bslov; 

(l)    Income from Gales  (l) 

/I:    income from sales - dollars per unit time 

I = k    X    .'    X:    mean production rate - items per unit time 

^ 

k.: selling price - dollars per item 

(2) Raw material costs (C.) 

f 
C.: rpw materirl costs - dollars per unit time 

C,   = 

kp X     \ \'.      raeen production rate - items per unit time 

" TT:      reject percentage - dimensionless 

'v k :    unit raw material cost - dollars per item 
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(3)    Equipment costs  (Cp) 

/CL: equipment costs  - dollars per unit time 

i c.: number of service  channels for production -  channels 

Cp=k„c..+kj,Cp /  c : number of service  channels for inspection -  channels 

k_: cost per channel for production - dollars per 
chsnnel per unit time 

i    ki : cost per channel for inspection - dollars per 
^._ channel per unit time 

(h)    Labor costs   (C-) 

'C'. labor costs - dollars per unit time 

n1: number of workers assigned to production - men 

C sk^n-j+k^np / IU: number of workers assigned to insj ection - men 

k,.: Isbor cost of production workers - dollars per man 
per unit time 

k/r: labor cost of inspection workers - dollars per man 
■>» per unit time 

(5) Raw material inventory costs (C, ) 

'C. : raw material inventory costs - dollars per unit time 

X : mean production rate - items per unit time 

k-Xt-      \ t : raw material lead time - time units 

in: reject percentage - dimensionless 

/ k7: raw material storage cost rate - dollars per item 
/ per unit time 

br): raw materiel buffer stock level - items 
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(6)    In-process inventory costs  (C,.) 

C^kgXf ^ 

C :    nverage in-process inventory costs  - clollors per 
unit time 

X :    mean production rate - items per   mnit time 

f :    mean time  in production - inspection system - time 
units 

kn:    in-process  inventory carrying cost rate  - dollars Vk6 V.      per item per unit time 

(7)    Finished goods inventory costs (C,-) 

L!^:    finished goods inventory costs  - dollars per unit 
time 

C^k^tL, J  b-,:    finished goods "buffer stock level - items :6=k9bF   <  bF 

kq: finished goods carrying cost rate - dollars per 
item per unit time 

COIITROL COSTS» The control costs C through C. are constants vhen 

working with a fixed set of control parameters, l.nen the control para- 

meters of the physicrl system are varied in experimentation, these con- 

stants must be appropriately modified to compere alternative control pro- 

cedures. Explicit relationships between the control costs and control 

parameters would be an inherent part of the cost model in actual appli- 

cations. For the purposes of this example, we shall merely indicate im- 

plicit functional dependencies. 

(8) Labor training costs (CL) 

labor training costs - dollars per unit time rkio: 

1 E : 
C =k =function (E) 

' ' ''    labor efficiency matrix 



(9) Labor assignment procedure costs (c8 ) 

labor assignment procedure costs - dollars 
per unit time 

lebor assignment procedure descriptors 
(See Table 1) 

(10) Precess control (e.g., maintenance, quality control) costs (c
9

) 

process control costs - dollars per unit 
time 

mean service rates of production and in
spection 

reject percentage 

(ll) Centralized control costs (c10) 

(kl3 : 

clo=~3=function(dl,d2) 1.' 
dl,d2: 

centralized control costs - dollars 
per unit time 

degree of central control parameters 
(See Table 1) .... 

(12) Customer goodwill costs (ell) 

a cost reflected indirectlY by the d~pendence of the demand 

rate u.pon the system performance statistics 

(13) Promotional costs (c12 ) 

promotional costs - dollars per unit time 

mean production rate - items per unit time 

selling price - dollars per item 

mean time in production - inspection system
time lUli.ts 

NO'IE: 'Ibe above equation arises from the demand model of the fonn 

which is discussed in the next section. 
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(ih)    Profit equation (P:    profit rate - dollars per unit time) 

~ Xt~ k X 
P=kiX- I_r -k3c1.l^c2.k5n1-k6n2-kT 

R 
VsTI^) -kgXf 

VF ""^O    ""kll "^ ~k13 ~"C12 (X>\>f)' 

Ak,    Modelling of the environmental response process.    Because the en- 

vironmental response process is based on factors external to the system, 

this facet of the methodology may often prove challenging.    The systematic 

inquiry and data collection required may,  in itself,  lead to better under- 

standing of how the system interacts with the environment.    For our ex- 

ample,  the production of a single product to inventory lends itself to a 

relatively simple model of the environmental response process; in this 

case,  the market demand process for the single product.    In particular, 

the maintenance of an average buffer stock level    b^    in finished goods 

inventory [see component (?) of the cost model] enables the production of 

individual items to be initiated at uniform time intervals with the buffer 

stock absorbing the statistical fluctuations in demand.    Thus, the system 

demand process may be viewed as a constant arrival interval process des- 

cribed by the single parameter    X    (the arrival rate).    The finished goods 

average buffer stock level also has a direct effect on the system perfor- 

mance statistics vhich are relevant to the  customer.    There are three 

typical cases: 

(l)    b_=0 In this case each customer must wait for his individual 

order to be produced.    Each customer is therefore affected 

by both the mean time in the production system and the 

variabliity of the time-in-system among different items. 

. 



( 3) bF=intermediate 

21. 

In this case each customer is satisfied immedie.tely 

upon order from the buffer stock. Customers are not 

affected at all by time-in~system statistics. 

In this case each customer waits for the mean 

time-in-system for his order t o be produced but 

the buffer stock is used so that individual 

~ustamers are not subject to the variability of 

time-in-system. 

For the purposes of the example, we shall confine attention to cases 

(2) and (3) 1 i.e., we shall assume bF is suff~cient to absorb the vari

able time-in-system for individual items. 

Based on the above considerations, the model of the market demand 

process to be used is siven by: 

product demand rate=fUnction (market decision variables, mean time-in

system) 

selUng price ~ dollars per item 

promotional costs - dollars per unit time 

mean time-in-system - time units 

Having now discussed each aspect of the identification and modeling 

for the example, we mey construct the complete system diagram for the 

production example which corresponds to the generalized system diagram of 

Figure 1. 
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B.    EXPERIMENT/. TION/' 

Bl.     Input-output analysis.    The  fixed  set of design and  control variatles 

used for Experiment 1 v/ere    c1=Cp=l^  n..=n2=l, TT^.05  .    These correspond to 

n single  service channel with a single latorer fcr production followed by 

a single  service channel with e  single laborer for inspection,  and a reject 

rate of 5^«     The system performance function;  i.e.,  the relationship be- 

tween the demnnd rate    X    and the mean time-in-system    f    was  studied by 

simulation of tv-  production system model.    Values of    X    giving average 

system utilizations of    .9 and   .6 were employed for experimental runs 

la and lb,   respectively. 

Be:      Equilibrium Analysis.    For the purposes of the example  the market 

demand function was assumed to be of the form: 

X(lVC12,f)= 1 +    2V^r e*P(-V 
f 

Other factors fixed, the mean demand rate was assumed proportional to the 

square root of the promotion expense rate, exponcr_tiall5r decreasing with 

increasing selling pries,  and inversely proportional to mean time in system. 

For a fixed set of market decisions    k..    and   CLp    the equilibrium operating 

conditions    X    and    f    were obtained from the intersection of the system 

performance function from Ctep Bl  (which gives    f    as a function of    X) 

and the market demand function (which gives    X    as a function of    f). 

Computations were performed on the IBM 709^ computer of the Campus 

Computing Center, UCLi5. 

mm 
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B3.    gystem performance evoluatlon.    The cost model developed in Ltep l\2 

was applied to obtain    the profit for the  system of Experiment 1 under the 

equilibrium operating conditions for    \    and    f    from Ltep B2.    The result 

is an equation for profit in terms of the  cost parameters    k      through 

k..-    end the inventroy parameters    h ,t ,   and b ,    for the fixed market 

decisions    k.     and    CLp. 

B4.    Variation of system-environment decision variables.    Steps Bl through 

B3 were repeated  in order to evaluate alternate sets of market decisions 

k     and    C        for the fixed physical system of Experiment 1.    For each set 

of decisions considered,  the equilibrium values of   X    and    f    corres- 

ponding to those decisions were used to obtain the profit expression.    The 

incremental profit was obtained as a linear function of certain of the 

system cost parameters.    This resulted in a linear inequality in terms of 

ihe system cost parameters that serves to determine which of the  altern- 

ative sets of market decisions is superior. 

B5.    Variation of system control va-^ia^les.    Steps Bl through B^ were re- 

peated after changing the reject percentage    rr    from .05 to 0 in order to 
o 

ascertain the value  of perfect control of production quality  .    The latter 

caee being a simple ordinary constant arrival,  constant service,   series 

queueing system,   it was not necessary to simulate the system to obtain the 

c 
It is assumed that an inspection operation is still required when    TT=0 

to insure product quality.    Obviously,    TT=0 is a degenerate case vhich is 

used in the example merely to reduce  the  necessary computer simulntion. 
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systen performrnce function.    The comparison of the two systems with 

different values of the control ptirameter   TT    is based on comparison of the 

profit expression for    rr=.05 obtained e:cperiraentslly and the profit ex- 

pression for   TT=0 obtained by a purely analytical development.    Again,  a 

linear inequality in certain of the system cost parameters determines 

which of the two systems is best. 

B6.    Variation of system design variables.    Experiment 2 consisted of a 

complete replication of Steps Bl through B5 with basic design changes in 

the physical system«    In particular,  an additional service channel and 

laborer were added in both production and inspection.    Values of    X 

giving average system utilizations of ,9 and  .8 were again employed for 

experimental runs 2a and 2b,  respectively.    As before,  the resulting 

profit expressions ^re used to obtain inequalities in the system cost 

parameters which provide the basis for evaluating the alternate system 

designs. 

ILLUETPJ\TI\
;
E RESULTS 

Steg B". - Input-Output Analysis. 

The system performance function obtained from the simulations in 

Experiment 1 is given below: 
o 

X 
mean 
demand 
rate 

SYSTEM PERFORMANCE FU1ICTI0N-EXPERIMEKT 1 

rr=. 05,c  =c 2=n1=n2=l 

'-T 
^=.8 

I 
1.3 

P=.9 

l.ii       _        1.5 1.6 
f     mean time in system 

1.7 

I 
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Step B2 - Equilibrium Analysis. 

The  initial set of market decisions was taken to be    k-«l.l^    and 

C    =,68.     The  resulting market demand function conditional on the fixed 

market decisions is given below: 

X 
mean 
demand 
rate 

0 

1.3 

MAEKET DEMAND FUNCTION CONDITIONAL ON 

FIXED MARKET DECISIONS      h =l.lk, G     =.t>8 

.5256 
X=l + 

r.ir " x.5 '1.6' 
f      mean time in system 

1.7 

The equilibrium operating conditions for the fixed market decisions 

were found from the intersection of the system performance function and 

the market demand function. The equilibrium values are X=1.3ü and 

f=1.^6. 

There are, of course, many sets of market decisions that would lead 

to this same set of equilibrium operating conditions. The set selected 

was that set which maximizes the profit expression derived from the cost 

model. The best set of market decisions for a set of operating condi- 

tions \    and f (with the assumed market demand function) are given by: 

V 
2-^2 

'n 2(X-1)^ 
C12=i- 
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Wiese relationshlpE were used throughout the  example to insure use of the 

best set of market decisions corresponding to different opereting condi- 

tions.    Hence;  when the cost model is token into account^  the evaluction 

of alternative  sets of market decisions becomes partly analytical and 

portly experimental. 

Step B3 - System Performance Evaluation. 

The cost model was applied to obtain the profit expression in terms 

of the system cost parameters    k»    through    k.. _    and the system inventory 

parameters    b_;t_>   and b  . 

P=.075 - 1.^32 k2 - k   - kj, - k   - k. - l^ [bR+.7l6tR] -1.966 kg 

" VF " k10 " kll " k12 (n=-05) " k13* 

Step Bh ~ Evaluation of Alternative Market Decisions. 

In order to evaluate on alternative set of market decisions,  the 

formulas described in Step B2 were used to derive the best set of market 

decisior.j corresponding to a different set of equilibrium operating con- 

ditions    X    and    f.    In the summary of results below the original market 

decisions ere referred to as Set A and the alternative decisions as Set B. 

Market Decisions  - Set A 

k.^1.1^ 

C12=.68 

Market Decisions - Set B 

1^=1.68 

C12=.60 

Equilibrium Operating Conditions 

\=lo6 

f=l.if6 

Equilibrium Operating Conditions 

X=1.21 

f=1.38 
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Applicntion of the  cost model yielded the profit expressions P.  and 

?„    for the two sets of market decisions end equilibrium operating con- 

ditions.    The recultinß expi'ession for the increraentol profit    P    - P. 

is given below: 

£   P=(PB - Ff)= .553 + .158k2 + .079]^tR + .316kg 

Conclusions.    Market Decision Set B involves a higher selling price and 

smaller promotional expenditures than Cet A.    The  result is a lover de- 

mand rate and smeller mean time in system.    In particular,, the rverage 

utilization of the system falls from .9 for Market Decision Set A to .8 

for Market Decision fet B,     Since the expression for       /^P    is positive 

for any non-negative cost and inventory parameters  (kp,k_,ko and tR), 

it follows that Decision Get B is better than Decision Set A - indepen- 

dent of the system cost and inventory parameters.     The reasons for this 

result are evident when the expression for     ^ P    is analyzed term by 

term.    The first term includes the savings in promotional costs and in- 

creased income from salas resulting from the higher selling price.    The 

second,   third,  and fourth terms reflect savings in raw materials,  raw 

material inventory costs,   and in-process inventory costs  resulting from 

the lower sales volume with Decision Set B. 

Step B^  - Variation of Reject Percentage. 

The best pet of market decisions from Step Bh was used to evaluate 

system performance for two different values of the  reject percentage    rr. 

L 
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In the summary of results below the system 'nth TT=.05 is referred to as 

System A, the system with TT=O as System B. 

Market Decisions 

kl=l.68 

c l2=.6o 

Equilibrium Operating Conditions 

System A with TT=.05 

Equilibrium Operating Conditions 

System B with TT=O ________ __ 

X=l.23 

f=l.26 

The incremental profit obtained from the cost model is given by: 

Conclusions. The reduction in the reject percentage leads to smaller 

mean time in system and a slightly increased demand rate. The expression 

for ~p is negt!tive 1 i.e., System A with r.= .05 is best, when: 

Thus, in this case, the best alternative depends on the system cost 

and inventory parameters. Interpreting the expression above term by ter.m, 

the condition under which System A is better than System B is when the 

additional costs of quality control exceed the increased income from 

sales resulting from the higher demand and the decreased cost of raw 

materials, raw materials inventory, and in-process inventory resulting 

from the elimination oi' rejects in S~rstem B. 
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Step B6 - Vrrirtlon of System Cepacity. 

In evnluotlnc two alternative system capacities, it VDS  assumed that 

the system cost rind inventory parameters were such that the system with 

■n=.05 was found best in Step B5.  In the summary of results "below the 

system with one production station, one production vorher, one inspec- 

tion station, and one inspector is designated as System A. The market 

decisions and equilibrium operating conditions for System A are the re- 

sults of the previous Steps. The system with two production stations, 

two production workers, two inspection stations, and two inspectors is 

dt> ignated as System B. The market decisions and equilibrium operatinc 

conditions for System B were obtained from the application of Steps Bl 

tlirough B5 to the results obtained from simulation of the system with 

doubled capacity (Experiment 2). 

Market Decisions - System A 

vwv1 
Market Decisions  - System B 

Crc2=ni=n2^ 

1 ~l     'n k^-l.oo 

c12=.6o 

k =.1^ 

C12=1.21 

Equilibrium Operating Conditions 

for System A (from Experiment l) 

Equilibrium Operating Conditions 

for System B (from Experiment 2) 

X=1.21 X=2.U2 

f-1.38 f=1.35 

The  incremental profit obtained from the cost model is given by: 

^P-(PB - PA)=    -2.305 -1.2T3k2 -k3 -k^ -k5 -k6 -.63TkTtR -1.59Tk8 
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Conclusions. System B with double capacity forces a much lower selling 

price and higher promotlonel expenditures to achieve the Increased de- 

mend rate necessary to utilize the system. Since  AP Is negative 

for any non-negative cost and inventory parameters, it follows that 

System A is better than System B, i.e., doubling the system capacity 

while maintaining the average utilization level of .8 is undesirable - 

independinent c"1' the system cost and inventory parameters. The reasons 

for this reselt are evident when the expression for  Xi? Is analyzed 

term by term. The first term reflects increased promotional expendi- 

tures and decreased income from sales resulting from the lower selling 

price. The subsequent terms reflect increased costs of raw materials, 

equipment, labor, raw material inventories, end in-process inventories 

resulting fi'om the higher sales volume in System B. 
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